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Rehearsal rules / Code of conduct 

Respect your tutors. This means listening when a tutor is talking to you individually and as a class. 

Tutors sometimes cover each other when one is cast in a performance etc. Please respect the cover 

tutor as you would your usual tutor. 

Respect your peers. As a class / cast, we need to be there to support one another. Respect can be 

shown by listening to class peers performances, compromising when devising pieces and generally 

taking your peers ideas into serious consideration when working in duets and groups. Laughing at 

someone if they mess up or making inappropriate comments about another’s performance will not 

be tolerated at First Act. We often ask students to give feedback on class performances. This is to be 

done honestly but sensitively and without malice 

Respect the space. Please ensure coats and bags are tidied away in the cloakroom area of the 

studio. When using props, costumes or any First Act equipment, do so carefully and sensibly. 

Anything used in class to enhance your learning and performing experience should be returned to its 

place in the same condition it was taken. 

Litter. We do not eat in the studios, but if you do have any litter, please use the bins in the studios 

and waiting areas. 

The studios are a strict NO MOBILE PHONE ZONE. All mobile phones are to be switched off and put 

into the mobile phone boxes before the start of class. 

Come prepared. Your tutor will tell you in advance if you need to bring specifics into class, but 

generally all you will need will be provided. If you are given a script, please ensure you bring it to 

every lesson it is needed. 

Please come to rehearsal dressed appropriately. Please see our Uniform code of conduct. 

Come ready to work. We are all at First Act to learn new skills and enhance our existing ones within 

the Theatre arts. This will be achieved with hard work and dedication in class. 

Ask questions! Never be afraid to ask a question to clarify!! It’s ALWAYS better to ask than to 

continue not knowing, Often other people in class have the same question too! 

Come to class prepared to be out of your comfort zone sometimes. NEVER be afraid to try new 

things as an actor. All we ask in class is that you TRY IT! 

Communication, communication, communication! If you are stressed out or struggling in any way let 

the tutor know so they are able to assist you. We are not looking for perfection straight away. We 

want to teach you the journey there. 

Every lesson is an audition! Remember, your conduct, reliability and performance in classes will 

influence decisions concerning future events and productions. 


